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Overview

Today we will touch upon four areas. The first will be a look at the
domestic and international economic surprise indicators and the
correlations that they have demonstrated with equity market valuations and changes in macro economic forecasts. We will then
review some of the components to the solution to the debt crisis
in Spain and Italy and highlight some events that could be “game
changers”. We’ll next review some signals on whether or not the
US economy is heading back into a recession and, finally, we’ll
briefly review the Oil & Gas Service Sector and the MLP Pipeline
infrastructure build out theme.

CHART 1. Chart #1 shows the Citi US Economic Surprise Indicator

vs. US GDP. There are a couple of observations to make here. The
first is that the troughs and peaks in economic activity tend to coincide with the troughs and peaks of this indicator. You can see on
the right side of the chart that this indicator appears to have formed
a trough and to be trending back up. It now appears that the worst
of the economic surprises in the US are behind us for now.
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CHART 2-5. In Chart #2 we can see similar troughs for the economic surprise indicators for Asia, ex
Japan, and for the Euro area. Although the Euro area appears to have troughed in late June this indicator could still be forming a rather bumpy bottom before definitively turning up due to the still messy
interaction of multi-state politics and economic policy. More on that later. Barring any major policy
blunders, however, it does appear that economic momentum has or is bottoming out in these regions.
Similarly, as shown in Chart #3, the Global Surprise Indicator appears to have bottomed and to be
trending back up. Historically, consensus estimates of economic activity begin rising about three
months after these indicators trough.
For portfolio management purposes these indicators can be useful for adjusting equity exposure
weights. In Chart #4 you can see that world equity valuations, as measured by the forward P/E, tend
to move sharply and in the same direction as the World Surprise Index. You can see a similar correlation between the US S&P500 forward P/E and the World Surprise Index in Chart #5.
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CHART 6-9. In addition to a trough in all of the major Economic Surprise Indices, another major influence on equity valuations is the growth in world financial excess liquidity. In Chart #6 you can see
that the blue line representing the growth in excess liquidity in the OECD economies implies a 20%
increase in world market valuations.

The combination of improving Economic Surprise Indicators with growing excess financial liquidity is a
strong argument for staying overweight equities. This is further supported by the simultaneous easing
by the world’s major central banks, one of our core themes for the past year, as illustrated in Chart #7.
It is interesting to note in this chart that the US Fed is the only central bank whose balance sheet has
shrunk as a % of GDP. This is due to the fact that GDP has been growing, albeit modestly, and that
quantitative easing has a natural tendency to decay with the repayment of interest and principal.
The financial crisis in Europe is one of excess debt, liquidity needs and structurally uncompetitive
economies. Charts # 8 & #9 of Spain help to illustrate some of these issues. In Chart #8 you can see
that prior to 2008 Spanish nominal GDP growth exceeded the interest paid on their debt. Since then,
however, debt costs have risen and GDP growth has shrunk causing an unsustainable growth in debt
to GDP as shown on Chart #9.
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CHART 10-11. As banks have been major buyers of sovereign debt the markets have tended to view

the two entities as one in the same, Chart #10. The crisis in Spain has driven sovereign credit default
swaps to record levels as shown on Chart #11. Capital flight for the past quarter was 48% annualized;
bank lending has fallen by %5 of GDP and sovereign bond spreads imply a 45% default probability.
This crisis has come upon the Europeans more quickly than had been anticipated and was the driving
force behind Draghi’s comments on the 26th of July. Spain, unlike Greece, has begun implementing
the structural reforms that will the ECB to act as a bridge to more permanent financial aid from the
EFSF and the ESM.
The total borrowing needs through 2013 for Spain and Italy will be approximately 1.3 trillion euros.
Currently the EFSF has 140 billion euros and the ESM about 500 billion euros, clearly not enough.
When the ESM comes into being in September there are a number of measures which could be taken
to enhance their lending capabilities. The most significant, and potentially game changing, would be
to grant them a banking license so that they could repo their securities to the ECB. This would increase their capacity up to 5 trillion euros which is the total outstanding debt of Spain and Italy combined. The consequences to this would be: 1) the removal of the uncertainty caused by the constant
“just-in-time” crisis management by the EU; 2) it would mutualize the debt of the peripheral economies as it eventually ends up on the balance sheet of the ESM & ECB with Germany liable for about
30%; and, 3) the ESM, because of the conditionality of the loans, would become the de facto regulator/overseer of the receiving institutions.
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CHART 12-14. Although Spain,

because of its compliance with
the demands of core Europe for
fiscal austerity, market reforms
and tighter control over regional
finances, their getting access to
more aid has been helped by
the general slowdown across
the entire Eurozone, Chart #12
& #13, and in particular in Germany.
One last, brighter note on
Europe is that money supply
figures for June grew at their
fastest rate in over a year. For
the first time since 2009 M2 &
M3 have both been positive for
nearly the entire year as shown
on Chart #14.
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CHART 15-17. In the US econ-

omy a study was done by GS
Global indicating that there is
a 40% chance of an economy
entering a recession within a
year after experiencing 2 consecutive quarters of sub-2.0%
GDP growth. As you can see
on Chart #15 the US economy,
after the first two quarters,
now fits into that category. This
concern was reinforced by the
recent collapse in the ISM numbers and the poor showings for
the monthly payrolls, Chart #16
as well as the regional surveys
in Chart #17.
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CHART 18-20. The upswings in

the most recent data are illustrative of dynamics behind the
turn-around of the economic
surprise indicators mentioned
above. The two monetary indicators that we follow that tend to
be good indicators of recession
are BAA rates, Chart #18 and
the shape of the yield curve,
Chart #19. BAA yields have
always been on the rise heading
into a recession as fears of a
business slowdown pushed up
borrowing costs. Currently, they
are trending down. Also, the
yield curve, which is currently
positively sloping, has always
been negative prior to a recession. Finally, the weekly and
monthly financial stress indicators are both trending lower as
economic activity trends higher,
Chart #20.
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CHART 21-23. With US

Economic Surprise Indicators
turning up, Chart #21, it is
prudent to remain overweight
equities. This view is supported
by the fact that the number
of S&P500 companies with
dividends higher than the 10 Yr
US Tsy is near an all time high,
Chart #22, and that the spread
of the forward earnings yield
over the real 10 Yr Tsy Yield,
the equity risk premium, is still
elevated by historical measures,
Chart #23.
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CHART 24-25. Finally, a few

comments on a couple of
sectors that have been core
component to our thematic
investing for the past few years.
In energy, there had been a
hard sell-off in the service sector
over fears that the world economy would enter a recession
and demand for energy would
collapse. First, for a longer term
perspective, you can see on
Chart #24 how the per capita
consumption of energy grows
with the rate of urbanization and
that China and India are in very
early stages. The implication, of
course, is that energy demand,
is in a long term, in a secular up
trend. For the short term perspective you can see, in Chart
#25, that world oil consumption
has recently returned to and
exceeded it ten year trend level
(upper blue line).
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CHART 26-28. In Charts #26 &

#27 you can see the strong correlation between the Oil & Gas
Service Sector and the world
and North American drilling rig
count. It is very likely that these
rig counts have seen a bottom
and will begin trending back up.
This is particularly the case in
North America as the shift in
rigs from dry gas drilling to oil
shales is probably now over,
Chart #28.
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CHART 29-32. This is making the energy service sector look very attractive as the relative forward P/E
is over one std deviation low, Chart #29, and the earnings revisions momentum has begun turning
back up on a 3m/3m basis, Chart #30.

The growth of energy production in US shale formations is spurring an explosion in the build out of
the pipeline collection, storage and distribution infrastructure the likes of which haven’t been seen
since the Alaska pipeline. Chart #31 highlights some of the macro statistics underlying this thesis.
This is corroborated by the explosive growth of employment in this sector, Chart#32, over the past
two years. The primary beneficiaries will, of course, be the MLP sector, but, secondarily will be the
suppliers of pipe, valves, pumps and financial services impacted by their activity.
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